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1 Evidence Search
Understanding the quantity and quality of evidence for or
against a statement is essential to evaluate the trustworthiness
of information on the Internet. However there is far too much
information on the Web for users to cope with manually, and
they need support.
It is our view that critical thinking is essential to evaluating the credibility of information on the Web. Rather than
telling users what information to trust, our goal is to make it
easier for them to compare the evidence for each viewpoint
on a topic of interest by applying natural language processing
and information retrieval technology to automatically gather
and summarize relevant sentences, organize their opinions on
a topic into the different viewpoints, and show users the evidence supporting each one.
The user would be told who holds the opinion (i.e. their
qualifications); what the opinion is; when it was held (to insure
its relevance); and, finally, why they hold that opinion (i.e. the
supporting evidence for the opinion). In order to create such
a solution, we would need to: (i) find evidence related to the
user’s topic of interest on the Web; (ii) classify this evidence
into supporting and opposing groups; and (iii) conduct quality analysis of the evidence to determine its factuality, logical
soundness, and the credibility of its source.
We propose a new task to achieve these goals: Evidence
Search. An evidence search system would find evidence related to a user’s query, organize it into supporting and opposing viewpoints, and show the user valuable meta-data like logical consistency, verifiability of information, and author credentials in the topic of interest to help the user evaluate which
points of view were most supported. Evidence Search consists of two sub-tasks: (i) detection of evidence related to the
user’s query and (ii) evaluation of the quality of the evidence
detected.
To detect evidence related to a user query, we need to retrieve Internet texts that are related ot that query, identify evidence within that text, and ensure its aplicability to the query.
In this paper, we present a prototype evidence search system
that detects evidence related to a user query, organizes the evidence into supporting and opposing groups, and presents it to
the user in an easy-to-understand manner.
To evaluate the quality of evidence, we need to determine
what makes evidence good or bad. Roughly speaking, good
evidence may have some of the following properties: is logically and factually consistent, is empirically verifiable, exhibits expert knowledge, or is free of bias. Likewise, bad evidence may be inconsistent, unverifiable, lacking expert knowl-

edge, or biased. In this paper, we will not address the issue of
evidence quality evaluation, but propose the following hierarchy as a starting point for future research.
unsubstantiated arguments: evidence which cannot be confirmed or verified in any manner
logical argument: relations contains a logical argument
that supports a user query if its premises are sound
expert knowledge: opinions from scientists, doctors, or
other specialists on topic of interest
empirical evidence: scientific publications, medical surveys, or journalistic reports containing results of empirical evaluation
In this paper we present a prototype evidence search system
(shown in Figure 1) where evidence applicable to a search
query is automatically detected and organized into supporting or opposing viewpoints, making it easy to evaluate the
evidence related to a topic of user interest. We propose an
alignment-based method for determining the applicability of
evidence to a user query and give preliminary experimental
evaluation of its effectiveness.

2 Related Work
Evidence Search can be thought of as a combination of several areas of research.
Detection of evidence related to a user query is similar in
nature to Why-QA [13, 1, 4]. The goal of Why-QA is to detect questions in why form and retrieve answers explaining
their cause or reason. Several approaches have been proposed:
from pattern-based [1], to discourse-oriented [15] and, more
recently, machine-learning [4, 16].
Evidence Search shares its basic evidence detection architecture with these approaches, almost all of which simplify
down to detect semantically similar passage and identify explicit causal cue. However, it differs in its approach toward
the query and extracted text. In most Why-QA systems, a lot
of processing is done to determine the question type and alter
its search strategy accordingly. However, not much attention
is paid to the contents of the answers extracted. In contrast,
with Evidence Search we want to be able to distinguish between kinds of evidence so that their quality can be assessed.
In addition, we do not target questions as user queries. Instead, we are more interested in handling the declarative statements that make up many online debates. This is both to eliminate the need to unravel complex interrogatives, but also to
allow the possibility of moving from a user-based query system to one that actively analyzes the evidence for viewpoints
expressed on the Internet without user intervention.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Evidence Search system
The organization of evidence into groups that support or
oppose the user query is a task of viewpoint detection, and it
draws on the work of the Multi-Perspective Question Answering of Wiebe et al. [18], as well as later work in online stance
recognition [12], and the viewpoint visualization of S TATE MENT M AP [9], whose engine we make use of in our prototype system. Our goal here, again, is to supplement this cluster
of viewpoints with information on the quantity and quality of
evidence supporting each one.
Finally, our goal of classifying and evaluating the quality of
evidence builds on Argumentation Theory, a branch of philosophy dedicated to diagramming and understanding the structure of arguments and the evidence and reasoning employed
to support them. Walton’s Argumentation Schemes [17] provides a framework for describing rhetorical arguments and
sets of critical questions that can guide the evidence quality
analysis process.
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evidence(ev, cn) ^ conflict(cn, Q) → evidence_of_conflict(ev, Q)

Figure 2: Overview of the evidence inference process

3 Evidence Detection
We consider evidence search to consist of two major tasks:
(i) the detection of evidence that is relevant to user queries,
and (ii) the evaluation of the quality of that evidence. In this
paper, we address the task of evidence detection. Evaluation
of evidence quality will be addressed in future research.

To successfully detect evidence that is relevant to a user
query, we need to identify Internet text that is related to the
query, detect evidence in that text, and make sure that the evidence applies to the query. We break this process down into
the following three steps which are shown in Figure 2.
1. Identify semantic relation between Query and Text
2. Detect evidence relation in Text
3. Infer applicability of Text evidence relation to Query
3.1 Semantic Relation Identification
In this step, we identify text that is semantically related to
the user query using the S TATEMENT M AP system. S TATE MENT M AP [9] helps users evaluate the credibility of online
information sources by mining the Web for a variety of viewpoints on their topics of interest and presenting them to users
together with supporting evidence in a way that makes it clear
how they are related. It does this by classifying Query-Text
pairs into semantic relations such as AGREEMENT and C ON FLICT and organizing them to help users visualize the relationships between the viewpoints.
We use S TATEMENT M AP to provide the underlying classification of evidence into S UPPORTING E VIDENCE and O P POSING E VIDENCE show in our prototype in Figure 1. It also
acts as a filter; only text that is identified as either S UPPORTING or O PPOSING makes it to the next step.
3.2 Evidence Candidate Detection
In this step, we identify evidence in Internet text that are
identified as semantically relevant to the user Query in the previous step.
We follow Iida et al. [5] and frame this as a discourse parsing task like that of the Penn Discourse Treebank [10] of detecting evidence chunk and the conclusion chunk they modify.
To identify evidence and conclusion chunk, we use simple pattern matching to identify explicit cues of evidence.
We currently target three explicit cues: kara “since”,
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Table 1: Example detected evidence
node “so”, and  tame “because”. As these cues are
often ambiguous, having some roles that indicate evidence
and others that do not, we incorporate part-of-speech, tense,
and dependency information into our patterns to filter out the
noise. These patterns are similar to those employed by Fukumoto [1].
While there are more sophisticated methods for detecting
causal relations (e.g. [2, 3, 11]), this pattern-based approach
performs sufficient enough1 to implement our prototype Evidence Search system.
3.3 Evidence Applicability Inference
S TATEMENT M AP is a combination of advanced IR and
NLP technology, but at its core is the structural alignment engine of Mizuno et al. [6]. The structural alignment engine uses
a combination of manually- and automatically-compiled NLP
resources to align Japanese sentences on the chunk level and
provide a similarity score that is used as a basis for S TATE MENT M AP’s semantic classification. The structural alignment engine conducts alignments at two different levels: the
chunk and the dependency tree. We use its chunk alignments
to help us determine if key passages in the Internet text containing the evidence identified in the previous step are sufficiently related to the user query. Evidence applicability is
inference is carried out by verifying if the chunk alignments
between the Query and Text meet a series of alignment conditions. These conditions are described in detail in Section 4.2
and Table 2.

4 Experiment
In this section we conduct preliminary experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of alignment-based evidence detection.
4.1 Data Preparation
In order to evaluate our evidence detection approach, we
need a collection of user queries and corresponding Internet texts that have been annotated with E VIDENCE relations.
Why-QA is similar in nature to our task, and could provide a
useful source of data. While several Why-QA corpora have
been described in the literature [14, 7, 4], to the best of our
1 Our

evidence detection system currently achieves a f-score of over 71 on
the chunk labeling task and data presented in [5].

knowledge, there are no publicly-available resources for the
Japanese language, so we need to construct our own evaluation data.
For evaluation, we manually annotate E VIDENCE relations
between user queries and Internet texts. We use the evaluation data of the S TATEMENT M AP project [9], which consists of a total of 1,050 Query-Text pairs covering 20 different
that have been annotated with semantic relations. Query-Text
pairs were gathered automatically using the Tsubaki2 search
engine. See [8] for an in-depth description of the evaluation
data creation process.
To reduce costs, we limit annotation to Query-Text pairs in
the S TATEMENT M AP data that have been identified as having a semantic relation and that contain an explicit cue for
evidence as discussed in Section 3.2. All Query-Text pairs
satisfying these criteria are annotated as either E VIDENCE or
N OT-E VIDENCE. Annotation was carried out by two native
speakers of Japanese. A total of 251 Query-Text pairs were
annotated with 105 instances of E VIDENCE.
4.2 Evaluation
In this section, we conduct experiments to determine the effectiveness of our evidence detection method, exploring several different applications of Mizuno et al.’s [6] structural
alignments to infer the applicability of evidence detected using pattern-matching on Internet texts.
Our task is to determine if a given Query-Text pair is E VIDENCE or N OT-E VIDENCE . We do this by applying the evidence detection method described in Section 3. For evaluation, we use gold-standard S TATEMENT M AP semantic relations and system output for structural alignments.
We compare the effectiveness of several different applications of Mizuno et al.’s [6] structural alignments to infer the
applicability of evidence detected. Alignment conditions and
results are given in Table 2.
As a baseline, we start with no conditions on the alignments
). This represents a system that relies on only the pres(
ence of explicit cues of evidence and semantic similarity as
measured by S TATEMENT M AP’s semantic relation classification to detect evidence for a user query. As no alignment
2 http://tsubaki.ixnlp.nii.ac.jp/

Precision
0.680
(68 / 100)
0.594
(19 / 32)
0.735
(25 / 34)
0.704
(50 / 71)
0.722
(13 / 18)
0.725
(66 / 91)
0.671
(55 / 82)
0.687
(68 / 99)
0.627
(32 / 51)

0.648
0.181
0.238
0.476
0.124
0.629
0.524
0.648
0.305

Recall
(68 / 105)
(19 / 105)
(25 / 105)
(50 / 105)
(13 / 105)
(66 / 105)
(55 / 105)
(68 / 105)
(32 / 105)

F-Score
66.34
27.74
35.97
56.82
21.14
67.35
58.82
66.67
41.03

Approach

Alignment Conditions
no alignment conditions; evidence and conclusion are found in Text (baseline)
an alignnment exists between Query and the evidence in Text
Query and the conclusion in Text are aligned
Query and Text are aligned but the evidence is not aligned to Query
Query and the conclusion but not the evidence in Text are aligned
Query and Text are aligned before the evidence
Query and Text are aligned after the evidence
Query and Text are aligned before the conclusion
Query and Text are aligned after the conclusion

Table 2: Results comparing alignment strategies for evidence detection
information is used, it is also the most lenient. In particular,
it often erroneously identifies evidence that is identical in semantic content to the Query.
An example is given in Example 8 in Table 1. The Query
translates to Yogurt is good for the body, and the Text translates to But at any rate, yogurt is a food that is good for the
body, so there shouldn’t be any harm to eat it. The evidence
is identified as yogurt is a food that is good for the body and
is clearly synonymous with the Query.
Intuitively, requiring an alignment between the conclusion
chunk and the Query or forbidding the evidence from aligning with the Query should ensure that the evidence detected
supports the Query rather than repeating it, and we test that
next. As expected, the presence of a conclusion chunk aligned
with the Query (
) is the highest precision predictor, while evidence (
) is the lowest, showing how
the relationship between the evidence and the Query is essential in determining their relevance.
Given the poor performance of an aligned evidence chunk,
we wonder if it is effective to forbid it entirely. We
find that forbidding it while requiring another alignment
(
) or while requiring the conclusion to align
with the Query (
) achieve high precision
albeit at the cost of coverage.
We find that while alignments conditions with the conclusion are high-precision, they are too strict to achieve an acceptable level of recall. We theorize that a single chunk
may be too small of a target for the alignments to hit consistently. We, thus, finally consider alignment ranges: conditions where alignments occur before or after the evidence
or conclusion chunk (
,
,
,
). These conditions
produce the best results, with alignments before the conclusion (
) showing an f-score increase of
0.33 over the baseline, and alignments before the evidence
(
) as the best performing system with an
f-score of 67.35: an increase in f-score of 1.01 over the baseline.

5 Conclusion
Gathering and evaluating evidence is crucial to deciding
what information to trust or what viewpoints to adopt. In this
paper, we proposed a new task for NLP, evidence search, with
the goal of supporting users in evaluating the evidence supporting and opposing topics of interest. We defined evidence
search in terms of two sub-tasks: evidence detection and evidence quality evaluation. Our prototype evidence search system and evidence detection method show it is possible to find
evidence relating to a user query with simple methods. How-

ever, there remain many technical issues that need to be addressed to provide users with relevant evidence and the analysis of its quality needed to support users in evaluating conflicting information and viewpoints.
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